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We work together, we play together, we laugh together, we pray together.

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
Dear Children,
In assembly today we read the story of ‘The Invisible String’ and learned how we can still be
connected to those we love, even when they are far away. We are so pleased that we will
soon be close to each other once again when our classes reopen on Monday 8th March; we
can’t wait to see you!
With love to you all, Mrs Griffiths
Reception

A wonderful 3D shape model, Balthazar’s chair for baby bear and
Oscar’s act of kindness.
Year 1

Louis’ maths work, Ivy’s circle of worries for English and some wonderful baking!

Year 2

Milo’s robot, Perla’s story about Chinese New Year, and Matteo’s topic work.

Year 3

Morna May and Leo were inspired by the class text, 'The Pebble in My Pocket' in
English. Luke's artwork of 'The Last Supper' was very detailed.
Year 4

Catriona really impressed Miss Urbano
with her poem using sound to describe a
setting. Her handwriting and presentation
have improved greatly too! Isabella CR has
tried really hard in Maths, learning about
area. Miss Urbano is very proud of her
for asking questions when she got stuck.
She was able to explain why she was stuck
which showed she has already tried to
complete it before she asked for help.

Year 4.

Year 4 continued

Franklyn explained
brilliantly how Jesus
is not only truly
man but also truly
God, and wrote a
beautiful kenning
poem describing
Jesus.

Year 5

Niklas did a wonderful
'straight line' drawing. He
used inspiration from his
home and took great care
with the proportions of all the
objects.
Alejandro wrote a brilliant
book review of the class text
'Floodland'. He used excellent
vocabulary, clearly
demonstrated what he enjoyed
about it and was clear
throughout!
Sacha got off to a great
start with the new class text
by creating a character
profile of Ernest Shackleton
and conducting research on
other important figures.

Year 6

Elijah did a wonderful piece of setting description
with ideas he did by himself. He seriously impressed
Mr Ward, Mrs Fyers and Mrs Griffiths enough to
win an award!
Beatriz B used the senses masterfully to bring setting
description of a battle to life.
Conrad tackled the daunting new topic of algebra
with tremendous application and care, and has even
begun to take responsibility for uploading his own work
to Google Classroom.
Thought of the week

